
10 Tips
Tip No.2 - Flag Low Profit Orders
Another in Inecom’s Series of mini white papers to help you increase the 
profitability of your business

1. Review sales activity customer-by-customer

Some customers or product lines may always be unprofitable. After taking into account order processing 
paperwork, salespersons’ time, shipping and billing expense, as well cash collection and inventory  carrying   
costs;  you may find that specific customers or products do not deliver any net profit.

Sales performance figures, by product line, sales teams or even by individual salespersons, may often look 
quite respectable in aggregate but these can disguise individual customer orders that are only marginally 
profitable or not profitable at all. Often the devil is in the detail.

2. Establish systems that can accurately measure profitability at a customer transactions level

Modern ERP systems, with integrated business intelligence tools, can easily provide all the key 
metrics that you need to analyse your customers and rank them from high-value to low-value 
customers on the basis of their profit contribution. Ensure that your systems deliver at least the 
following metrics to help you do this;

3. Make sure that your sales team understands the profitability drivers in your particular 
business

It is surprising but sales teams and even senior managers often do not have a clear understanding of the 
company’s key profitability drivers. For example, it is easy to assume that large-scale, higher value orders 
will always be more profitable than smaller, lower value orders because they have less admin cost, selling 
expense etc. This may be true but equally it may not be. Larger scale customers may have the ability to nego-
tiate much deeper product discounts, sometimes dangerously reducing gross profit levels. Product mix also 
needs to be considered, as you may find that some of your larger customers order much greater volumes of 
less-profitable product lines than your smaller customers do.

“If your sales margins are way off target then your business profitability plans will 
probably also be way off target. Establish systems that alert you to deals that fall below your
minimum profit requirement before they happen.”

• Sales value
• Sales volume
• Cost of goods sold (COGS)
• Direct sales cost
• Indirect sales cost
• Sales margin after deducting
      cost of goods sold

• Sales margin after deducting COGS 
and direct sales cost.

• Sales margin after deducting COGS, 
direct sales cost and indirect sales 
cost.

• Sales net profit
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4. Set clear targets for the sales function and align sales commission plans to these targets

Consider setting sales targets that place more emphasis on the bottom line; i.e. sales profitability and not just 
sales revenue. Sales people often complain that they get different messages from management in terms on 
‘the top line versus the bottom line versus both’.

Simply telling your sales people to maximize profitability without giving them an understanding of how to 
do this and not compensating them for achieving profitability goals will have little effect. Setting salespeople 
exact profit targets may be difficult but you might consider simple devices such as offering higher commis-
sion rates on the company’s most profitable products and linking commission payments to cash collections. 
Alternatively, you may be able to define individual sales plans at a customer/product level, such that the 
salesman and sales manager can track progress and continuously improve yields/ profit performance on a 
customer by customer basis.

5. Prevention is better than a cure – establish good internal control systems

Having established your required profit margins on each product/ customer or customer class, make sure 
that you establish strong internal control disciplines; preferably supported by automatic in-built system alerts 
from your sales quotation and sales order-processing systems. These system alerts should immediately high-
light to management those deals where minimum profit requirements are not being met and the system 
should also provide online management escalation and approval facilities.

6. Examine ways to reduce direct and indirect selling costs

The sales function can do much to alter the sales product mix to sell higher margin products. Unless they are 
strategically essential low, margin products should be removed from your catalogue. If they are strategically 
essential then consider different channels to market. For example, make sure that the greater proportion 
of your lower profitability products are pushed through indirect 3rd party distribution channels, which bear 
most of the marketing and selling costs or, look at lower cost marketing channels such as digital media. Alter-
natively, look at establishing a web-portal that enables your customers to enter and track their own orders. 
This will certainly deliver massive savings in order processing costs.

If you are in a ‘big ticket’ high value sales environment then make sure you have the CRM systems infrastruc-
ture that can deliver the maximum productivity from what is likely to be an expensive sales force.

On a regular basis, Inecom publishes business tips to make your business more profitable. These 
tips are a summary of the business processes which our consultants implement in all our SAP® 
Business One implementations.

But perhaps the best tip that we can give you for improved profitability is find out more about
Inecom and SAP® Business One today.

For complete details about SAP® Business One
Call us at: +65 6225 9255 or
Email to: enquiries@inecomworld.com 
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